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Teenage Queenie
Pussycat

IMPOTANT: Dairybeat made this Chords! I think its perfect. He informed me that 
mine were wrong! For whatever reasons ultimate-guitar didnt accept his chords.
So 
say thanks to him!

TEENAGE QUEENIE: PUSSYCAT (1981) (W. Theunissen) 4/4 â€“ 126

YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCjkwGH6G18&feature=related

|./.   |: Repeat the previous Chord and Measure of 4-counts.

INTRO: |G    |G  D-C| : 4x

VERSE 1:

    |G                     |G       D     C        |G    |./.
Your daddy had been looking,  while mummy stayed in-side.
   |./.                |G    D        C      |G     |./.   |
And if you ever show up,  be-fore the morning light.
./.                 |F            |C                     |G
   Everything that s said and done,  is not your point of view.
   |./.                   |D                        |C     |
You stayed the whole night through, with your friend Jeany,
./.          |G       |G  D-C
    a Teenage Queenie.

VERSE 2:

   |G                  |G         D          C     |G    |./.
You may be good looking,  but you don t know how to be.
    |./.                    |G     D        C   |G    |./.
Your wardrobe s always empty,  and no oneâ€™s ever seen.
./.                   |F            |C                   |G
   You ve been growing for some time,  had lovers quite a few.
   |./.         |D           |C      |
Now all you ever do is be-ing dreamy,
./.          |G       |G  D-C|G    |G  D-C|
    a Teenage Queenie.

CHORUS:

G                     |C          G
Teenage Queenie you re lost evâ€™ry night.
        |G                     |D          C     |
And your mummy is worr-ied your daddy s up-tight.
G                  |C            G



Teenage Queenie you still got to grow,
          |G                       |D   2/4     |G    |
but if you wanna be free  there s a long time to go.

G  D-C|G    |G  D-C

VERSE 3:

   |G                     |G  D     C     |G    |./.
You like to hear the music,   dance on the beat.
     |./.                |G      D        C      |G     |./.
Where ever it goes slowly,  it s not your kind of speed.
./.                    |F         |C                    |G
   Your sister has been seeing you,  in some big shining car.
  |./.             |D                 |C    |
He owned the bar, a fellah called Ross-ini,
./.          |G       |G  D-C|G    |G  D-C|
    a Teenage Queenie.

CHORUS:

G                     |C          G
Teenage Queenie you re lost evâ€™ry night.
        |G                     |D          C     |
And your mummy is worr-ied your daddy s up-tight.
G                  |C            G
Teenage Queenie you still got to grow,
                                                 / (Break)
          |G                       |D            G  |
but if you wanna be free  there s a long time to go.

INSTRUMENTAL:
                                                / (Break)
G    |C  G  |G    |D  C  |G    |C  G  |G    |D  G  |

CHORUS:

G                     |C          G
Teenage Queenie you re lost evâ€™ry night.
        |G                     |D          C     |
And your mummy is worr-ied your daddy s up-tight.
G                  |C            G
Teenage Queenie you still got to grow,
          |G                       |D   2/4     |G    |
but if you wanna be free  there s a long time to go.

                    / (Break)
G  D-C|G    |G  D-C|G

This file is the author s own work and represents their interpretation
of the song. You may only use this file for private study, scholarship,



or research.

Have fun, DAIRYBEAT

On: HTTP://WWW.SOUNDCLICK.COM/BANDS/PAGEMUSIC.CFM?BANDID=137360

YouTube: Dairybeat


